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CLE Credits
Once the webinar concludes, the presentation will be submitted for CLE credit 

(pending approval) in the following states: 

California, Georgia, New Jersey, Ohio and Washington
For more information on how to receive CLE credits for attending this webinar, 

please e-mail Danielle Hall at hall@b2iplaw.com. A fee may apply. 
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• Presentation Perspective
•Why Technology Agreements are important
•Goals of Technology Agreement
• Agreement Topics 
• Working with In-House Clients
• Understanding Parties/Motivation/Context
• Common Types of Technology Agreements
• Suggestions/Cautions in Agreement Drafting

INTRODUCTION
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Sam Goldwyn (attribution questionable):
“A verbal contract isn't worth the paper it's printed on.”

WHY TECHNOLOGY AGREEMENTS ARE IMPORTANT
(AND BEST REDUCED TO WRITING)
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Future of business may depend on:
1. Access to technology.  
2. Revenue from technology.

WHY TECHNOLOGY AGREEMENTS ARE IMPORTANT

4
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Recent attention-getting cases:
• June, 2016:  Hewlett-Packard awarded $3 billion against Oracle 

based on claim that Oracle breached an agreement to develop 
and maintain software for H-P’s Itanium chip.

• April 2016:  Epic Systems Corp. won $940 million in a jury trial 
against Tata Consultancy Services Ltd. Tata was contracted by 
Epic to test Epic software.  Tata was also developing a 
competing product to Epic’s.  Tata personnel downloaded 
thousands of Epic documents, and later wiped computers clean 
to presumably hide the transfers.

WHY TECHNOLOGY AGREEMENTS ARE IMPORTANT

5
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• Protecting Client’s IP and Confidentiality.
• Protecting Client from third-party liability on IP 
issues.
• Improve Client’s Technology position.
• Facilitate Constructive, Cooperative working 
relationship between your client and third party.
• Fair allocation of IP between your client and 
their business partners.

GOALS OF TECHNOLOGY AGREEMENTS
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Understand organizations and motivations (both sides, but 
especially client)- Critical to properly framing the agreement.

KEY TO EFFECTIVE DRAFTING OF TECHNOLOGY AGREEMENTS
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• Survey/Know your client’s pre-existing relevant IP 
portfolio.
• Document any new technology, including trade-secrets.
• File patent applications in anticipation of discussions.
• Conduct due diligence on prospective other side (size, 
IP assets, perceived reputation (reasonable, 
demanding, trust issues?), location of headquarters, 
perceived collectability, use of corporate entities 
(perhaps as shells)
• Anticipate next steps/stages

PRE-AGREEMENT DRAFTING/PRE-NEGOTIATION
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• Know your company:
• Know strengths and weaknesses of IP portfolio (protection 

provided by patents? Trade secrets? Copyrights? Any gaps?)
• Get to know key people who can provide assistance (and in 

some cases, take the business lead) in negotiating 
agreements, e.g., Business Development, Engineering, 
Supply Chain Management, Tax, Contract Management, 
Import/Export Regulation, Corporate Secretary’s Office

WORKING WITH (IN-HOUSE) CLIENT

9
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WORKING WITH (IN-HOUSE) CLIENT
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• Know your company (continued):
• Learn your company’s corporate structure and how your 

business units fit in:
• Corporate entities, both domestic and foreign
• Corporate hierarchy (which company owns which)

• Understand who can sign what
• Be aware that signature authority for related entities may differ 

for such related entities, as the domestic law of the related 
entity may limit who may sign on behalf of the company 
(“Apparent Authority” may not be recognized in non-US 
jurisdictions (e.g. Germany)). 
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• Aid in establishing signature authority policy if one does not 
exist.  Consider a tiered/matrix system with signature authority 
depending on the type of agreement (axis 1) and the net-
exposure dollar value (axis 2).

• Provide regular, consistent training on agreements and 
technology/IP protection!

WORKING WITH (IN-HOUSE) CLIENT

11
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•NDAs/Confidentiality Agreements 
•Development Agreements
• Supply Agreements
• Technology Licenses 
• Technology Acquisitions/Divestitures
• IP Side Agreements to JV Agreements
• Technical Journal Publication Agreements

COMMON TYPES OF TECHNOLOGY AGREEMENTS
(IN ORDER OF INCREASING SIGNIFICANCE AND (USUALLY) COMPLEXITY)

12
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• Understand organizations and motivations (both sides, but especially client)-
Critical to properly framing the transaction and the agreement.

• ID Parties – do your due diligence (is sublicensing required?)
• Describe technology – closed linked to motivation; may need description of 

yours, mine and ours.
• Limit/Define Scope of Agreement – Length of Agreement in Time; Scope of 

Support: nature (manpower, money), level, location and length of support
• ID who has/will have access to the technology
• Restrict copying

TECHNOLOGY AGREEMENT OVERVIEW - ELEMENTS COMMON
TO MANY TECHNOLOGY AGREEMENTS

13
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1. Concern:  Proliferation of NDA’s.
Push back at least a little on requests, advising that no confidential information be 
shared or received unless there is a good reason.  Especially with requested 
audiences from outside inventors offering their technology. 

2. Make sure NDA covers the basics:
A. Properly ID the parties (both sides); 
B. Define technology(ies) being discussed;
C. Define “Confidential Information” (and usual exceptions);
D. Describe who may see the information (consider including corporate affiliates);
E. Set term for information exchange (e.g., one year);
F. Set term for termination of confidentiality obligations (e.g., five years).

3. Clients may not appreciate the limits of NDAs.  Make sure client 
understands limits of NDA going in! No development work with just an 
NDA!  Too much uncertainty/risk!

4. Recommend staffing to draft (under attorney supervision) NDAs and track 
expiration dates.  May want to docket the expiration of agreements with 
key suppliers/customers.

NON-DISCLOSURE/CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENTS

14
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NON-DISCLOSURE/CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENTS

15

5. Title is not critical – but don’t be mislead by benign titles on other party’s 
form.   Be watchful for provisions including IP assignment obligations, non-
compete provisions, non-hire provisions.

6. One-way versus reciprocal NDAs: One-way NDAs appropriate where sharing 
is also one-way (as in a make-to-print supply relationship). Also, consider 
that politics may be at play as well:  one-ways may get a relationship off to 
a bad start if the other side believes they will be sharing as well. E.g.: a 
non-disclosing party may still want the fact that discussions occurred to be 
confidential. 

7. Conflicting concerns with terms in reciprocal agreements: Wording that is 
good for your client defensively may be comprising on an enforcement side, 
e.g. having definition of “Confidential Information” require marking 
confidential information disclosed as “Confidential” (increasing your client’s 
burden of compliance and reducing the likelihood of compliance).  Claim 
risk minimization approach: require confidentiality marking (with 30 day 
grace period on oral disclosures).
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8. Ideally, client will:
A. Log all confidential information sent out, and copy to a folder. 
B. Log all confidential information received, and copy to a folder.

9. Describe/ID technology to suit your needs (as part of description of 
agreement purpose).  Prefer to be overinclusive rather than under inclusive 
when disclosing.  As much as possible, try to anticipate short-term needs to 
(hopefully) avoid a need to provide a new or revised NDA before the ink is 
dry on the first.

10.Advise Clients: Only share what needs to be shared. Since an NDA is often 
a first agreement between parties, and the relationship is still developing, 
avoid sharing “crown jewels” under NDAs.

NON-DISCLOSURE/CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENTS

16
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11. Trade Secrets:
A. Avoid sharing trade secrets under NDAs, as most NDAs do not have perpetual 

protection, and NDA stage of relationship is somewhat tentative.  
B. If trade secrets must be disclosed by either side, disclosing side will want 

perpetual protection.  To avoid incurring a perpetual obligation on all information 
received, consider requiring trade secrets to be affirmatively identified in writing 
as such for perpetual protection. 

C. Avoid disclosure of source code.  Only share software in object/machine code 
format.

NON-DISCLOSURE/CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENTS

17
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12.Need to have some level of trust before entering into an agreement, even a 
humble NDA.  If you have difficulties negotiating the NDA because of 
intransigence on the other side, take that as a warning (e.g.: “It’s our form, 
take it or leave it.”)

13.Since an NDA is often a first agreement between parties, and the 
relationship is still developing, avoid sharing “crown jewels” under NDAs.  

14.Can usually afford to be somewhat flexible on choice of law/venue issues, 
but be aware that the choices may set a pattern for later, more substantial 
agreements.  Therefore, push for at least a neutral venue when the other 
side resists your preference.  

15.Be careful with the number of disclosures of “confidential information.”  The 
determination of whether information is confidential may depend on how 
wide-spread the “confidential information” is.

NON-DISCLOSURE/CONFIDENTIALITY AGREEMENTS: ISSUES
AND COMMON PROVISIONS

18
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1. Include confidentiality provisions to allow the Development Agreement to 
displace the NDA, thereby resetting the confidentiality obligations to be 
synchronous with the Development Agreement.  Confidentiality should 
extend to all work product of the development agreement, as well as the 
information disclosed by each side. 

2. Consider/address factors discussed for NDAs:
A. Understand organizations and motivations (understand exactly what is 

being developed, and for what reason). 
B. Properly identify parties. 
C. Describe/identify technology appropriately (more on that in a moment). 
D. Establish appropriate agreement term (more in a moment)

DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENTS

19
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3. Assess the relationship with the contracting party in establishing reasonable 
expectations: 
A. Develop-for-fee (e.g. – agreement between manufacturer and a consultant with 

manufacturer exposing consultant to trade secrets and problem definition and 
consultant providing specialized expertise)– Customer should own all new, 
electively granting license to consultant for their own internal study and 
evaluation.  Special concerns if consultant is a university professor. 

B. Joint Development (e.g. – agreement between a manufacturer and a supplier 
with manufacture providing system expertise and supplier providing component 
expertise, and both sides committing similar resources) – Will need to establish 
agreement on the ownership of IP developed, and licenses to background IP 
owned by the parties. 

C. Supplier solely develops (e.g. – similar to Joint Development, but with 
substantially all of the development burden imposed on the supplier) – Less 
leverage here, but initially seek same rights as in a Joint Development 
Agreement.  Will be relying heavily on SCM folks to work their magic.  May need 
client/SCM to decide if it is worth making a commitment to buy products from 
supplier. 

DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENTS

20
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4. Consider geographic location of the project’s target market, and IP 
assets/clearances in that location. 

5. Establish verifiable objectives, deliverables and a timeline for project, 
include a Gantt chart illustrating the project timeline and a schedule of all 
deliverables in the agreement. 

6. Identify the contributions of each party, e.g., intellectual property, money, 
manpower, engineering facilities, and resource time allocations. 

DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENTS

21
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7. Joint Development IP ownership: Need to establish agreement on the 
ownership of IP developed, and licenses to background IP owned by the 
parties.  Recommend basing not on inventorship (to avoid loss of control of 
your own IP), but basing ownership of newly developed IP on technology 
fields of IP ownership, with each side owning new IP in its field(s) 
exclusively, and electively granting a limited license to the other side.  
Fields may be based on technology, fields of use, and geographic area, and 
combinations of all.  Cross licensing may be needed for each to have the 
rights it needs to commercially exploit the development.  Also consider joint 
IP ownership to preserve/obtain rights to use technology, in spite of 
negative impact on enforceability against third parties.  Some unique 
aspects to joint development agreements depending on joint venture 
partners. Can supplement IP ownership allocation by licensing IP for party-
specific fields of use.  Given that new products may open new 
opportunities, the fields of use do not have to be the same going forward as 
they were in the past. Also, consider limited time exclusive period before 
allowing parties to use the developed technology with third party 
competitors.

DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENTS

22
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8. Negotiate an exit mechanism based on the deadlines in the Gantt chart. 
9. If the Development Agreement is joint development agreement, and you 

are the customer, consider negotiating IP access agreement terms as part 
of the exit mechanism of the Development Agreement to provide protection 
in the event the relationship heads south before production starts – in one 
case, where joint development partner was not making adequate progress 
on an actuator, this made what would have been a very ugly break-up 
workable, with minimal impact on the project.  Paid the agreed-on license 
fee, and moved on. 

DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENTS

23
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10.Establish an IP Council, comprising senior tech managers from each side 
(lawyers were expressly excluded from at least one), to address IP issues 
as they arise, e.g.:
A. Ownership category of new IP (Party 1 IP/Party 2 IP/Joint IP)
B. Whether to proceed with a patent application on joint IP. 
C. Determine how prosecution of Joint IP is managed (may be able to expressly 

delegate some items to IP Council in the agreement). 
D. Establish restrictions, if any, on joint IP.  Likely low risk if third party licensing is 

allowed, so long a background IP is not available, and developed improvements 
build on background IP.

11.Special Concerns with Government Funded Development (e.g., Research 
Grants, Cooperative Research and Development Agreements (CRADAs)): 
Government will have a license to what is developed, and may be entitled 
to or able to obtain a license to any necessary background IP.

DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENTS

24
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12.Indemnification Terms 
A. Work with business team and transactional counsel on business indemnification terms 

(product warranties)
B. If design is subject to control of customer, do not provide an IP indemnification. 
C. Limit IP indemnifications, if any,  on new products to “knowing” infringements, 

and only when your side has design control. 
D. If possible, limit technology indemnification on existing products to “knowing” 

infringements, but be willing to consider extending to any infringement (knowing 
or not) on products in production for an extended period of time. 

E. As a vendor, provide for a cap on infringement liability (e.g. – cap not to exceed 
sales revenue received from customer). 

F. As a customer, avoid caps on IP indemnification when possible. 

DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENTS

25
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13.Disclosures/Inventions under the Agreement and 35 USC §102(c) concerns 
A. §102(c) extends exemption of 35 USC §102(b)(2)(C) to disclosures* of either 

party from consideration as prior art) when: 
(1)the subject matter disclosed was developed and the claimed invention was 

made by, or on behalf of, 1 or more parties to a joint research agreement 
that was in effect on or before the effective filing date of the claimed 
invention; 

(2)the claimed invention was made as a result of activities undertaken within 
the scope of the joint research agreement (emphasis added); and 

(3)the application for patent for the claimed invention discloses or is amended 
to disclose the names of the parties to the joint research agreement.

B. Potential benefits of using 102(c): 
(1)May help get ownership of overlapping patents. 
(2)May want to define IP ownership/technology scope to prevent that from 

happening. 
*Disclosure exemption under 35 USC §102(b)(2)(C): A disclosure shall not be prior art to a claimed 
invention under subsection (a)(2) (patent or patent application naming another inventor) if: the subject 
matter disclosed and the claimed invention, not later than the effective filing date of the claimed invention, 
were owned by the same person or subject to an obligation of assignment to the same person.

DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENTS/102C

26
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DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENTS/102C
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DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENTS/102C
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13.C. Commentators have suggested that an invention invented before an agreement 
is signed could benefit from the above by filing the patent application after the 
agreement is signed, with the application referencing the agreement.  The 
ultimate success of this approach depends on the interpretation of the language 
“within the scope of the joint research agreement” as being exclusive of the time 
period in which the invention is made.  Strongly recommend that, if it is desired 
to rely on this benefit, that the agreement be signed before development begins.  
If too late for that, consider drafting the agreement to reflect that the joint 
research agreement is being signed nunc pro tunc, and the parties operated 
consistent with the terms of the agreement before the signing of the agreement, 
at least as of the date of invention.

DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENTS/102C

29
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1. Supply agreements (i.e., purchase agreements) for new products may be 
combined with or include elements of development agreements.  Trying to 
combine may slow initiation of development. 

2. Potential benefits of/Reasons for combining:
A. Sale of Prototype parts/systems may require development support.
B. May want to get anticipated supplier to be involved in development to assure 

that the production design can be manufactured. 
C. May also want to have supplier involved to get an up-front pricing commitment 

and reduce the risk of pricing surprises when development work is done.

3. Drafting Recommendations:
A. Be certain that, if using separate supply and development agreements, that the 

IP terms of the Development Agreement, presuming them to be satisfactory, 
are not superseded.   

B. Provide Gantt charts 
C. Solicit support from group/general counsel and business development and 

engineering folks on warranty and (non-IP) indemnification provisions.
D. Watch for and amend any lengthy, one-sided purchase agreement T&C 

purchasing agreement boilerplate from the other side.

SUPPLY AGREEMENTS

30
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1. Use choice of law/venue/dispute resolution provisions that will allow you to 
collect awards in the event of prevailing in a dispute, considering each of:
A. Local law. 
B. Trusted arbitration. 
C. Collectability of the judgement at the location of the contracting entity's assets. 

2. Watch for ITAR/EAR concerns.  Get help from in-house resources. 
3. Watch for tax/cross-border royalty concerns and potential unintended 

consequences.  Example:
In Brazil, technology agreements need to be registered with INPI to be 
enforced, and for payments to be recognized as an expense by the Brazilian 
tax authorities.  A license in Brazil may result in an unexpected IP transfer.

• Licenses of technology not covered by a Brazilian patent (or possibly a foreign 
patent if rights in that country are being exploited to the benefit of Brazilian 
operations), non-patent technology including know-how and trade secrets (even 
though trade secrets are not recognized as a discrete class of IP in Brazil), are 
limited to a five year term in Brazil, with possible extensions of an additional five 
years.  However, at the end of that period, the non-patent IP is considered to 
have been transferred to the Brazilian entity.

OUTSIDE OF US

31
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4.  Example dispute resolution provision:
• Selling systems, including software, that required significant system integration to 

a company in China.  Additional complication was substitution of a made-in-China 
sub-component for a made-in-Japan subcomponent.  The agreement preserved 
our rights to our technology (no access to source code), and gave us rights to use 
any improvements by the customer without restriction anywhere outside of China.  
Focus was on getting product in service.  Agreement included Gantt chart and 
specified that the Seller was to provide tech support, specified in terms of tech 
hours, with additional support available at a set rate of $X/Engineer/Hour.  The 
hourly rate was also supplemented by the customer paying for all travel 
expenses. The paid supplemental support was available for a limited number of 
hours to avoid a perpetual commitment. 

• Dispute resolution called for arbitration in Singapore or Hong Kong, and the use of 
PRC law.  The agreement was in both English and Chinese, with each equally 
binding.  In the case of conflict between the two, the Chinese version prevailed. 
The arbitration approach was chosen to provide both an agreement that could be 
enforced in China and a mechanism that was perceived by both sides as being 
fair.  A decision from a US court will not be enforced in China, thus the need for 
an alternative.

OUTSIDE OF US
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• If technology is being used as a standard, may need license to 
assess FRAND royalties (Fair, Reasonable and Non-Discriminatory) 
to enforce). Proposed SAE standard, disclosed granted patent, had 
to commit to making licenses available on that basis.

• Avoid anti-competitive provisions.
• Avoid inclusion/disclosure of trade secrets to third parties 

(including JV’s) if possible when company is still benefiting from 
trade secret, as enforcement may be difficult, and once trade 
secret is know by others, its marginal value is diminished.

• License of non-patent technology IP to Brazil subsidiary had a 
limited term for collecting royalties (ten year max). See “outside of 
US” slide.

TECHNOLOGY LICENSES (INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL)

33
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1. For divestures: perform full review, i.e., survey, of all IP to be certain of 
identifying all relevant IP; e.g. provided full list of patents and all 
agreements relating to the licensed technology.  Prepared assignment, and 
prepared license for IP that we retained (multi-use patents).  Put all, 
including agreements, on a spread sheet.  Checked agreements for 
assignability. 

2. For acquisitions:  Perform due diligence search directed to seller’s patents. 
3. Provide/obtain license for IP not being transferred.   Retain licenses to 

technology when divesting if technology is within scope of remaining 
business (less critical to retain if technology business is also being divested 
and no risk of future need). 

4. If acquiring, negotiate a period of non-compete to avoid immediate 
competition with seller. 

5. If selling, keep any non-compete period as short as possible (never say 
never…..).

6. Define technology favorably in any non-compete (narrow if seller, broad if 
buyer).

TECHNOLOGY ACQUISITIONS/DIVESTITURES

34
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1. Advise employees during training that works of author ship for technical 
journals belong to the company, and that they need to contact the Law 
Department before submitting any articles for publication. 

2. Review the draft article for confidential/proprietary information. 
3. Ensure that any desired patent applications are prepared and filed before 

the paper is submitted. 
4. Review technical content with appropriate engineering/business 

management. 
5. Review journal’s publication terms (don’t overlook terms and conditions 

that may be referenced as an addendum), and negotiate revisions as may 
be appropriate.

6. Preferred conditions would include: 
A. Company retains ownership of all rights, including copyrights, in the work. 
B. Company grants publication a non-exclusive license to the work.

TECHNICAL JOURNAL AGREEMENTS
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1. Writing first draft:
A.Advantages: you get to establish the base line. If you have an agreement that 

you have used that provides a good starting point (addresses anticipated issues), 
you may want to push a little harder/insist on providing the first draft, especially 
if the transaction is very similar to earlier related transactions. 

B.Disadvantages: If you don’t have a good starting point, drafting from scratch may 
eat up too much time and you may overlook key issues. 

2. Letting other side write the first draft: 
A.Advantages: 

1.Some time saved (marginal) 
2. you get a good feel for how reasonable/trustworthy the other side might be. 

B. Disadvantage: If heavily one-sided, your necessary revisions may be used by the 
other side to drive a wedge between you and your client.

3. Edits:  Provide in redlined-format, clearly showing changes.  Use different colors to 
distinguish their edits from yours.  Get rid of red lining as edits are accepted by both 
sides.  For internal circulation, use margin comments and avoid in-text comments to 
reduce the risk that your internally-directed comments may go to the other side.

DRAFTING PROTOCOLS
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Website: www.b2iplaw.com

Blog: www.swipreport.com

Today’s webinar recording will be made 
on the Bejin Bieneman YouTube page.


